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Auxiliary Schedule S3
Auxiliary Schedule S3
. Primary materials under a supranational jurisdiction

* The notes under Auxiliary Schedule S2 apply here also,
except that those relating exclusively to national
jurisdictions are replaced below by similar ones relating
to supranational jurisdictions.
* This schedule gives in one sequence classes appropriate
to all kinds of supranational jurisdictions. However, it is
based on the requirements of the European Union (by
far the most developed example of a supranational
community) so the detail is greater than is likely to be
required under less formally organized bodies or those
of more restricted scope.
* This means that most jurisdictions will not use all (or
even many) classes provided - only those appropriate to
it. A demonstration of its full use will be found under
the law of the European Union, at SG.
* Add to - (where the hyphen represents the classmark of
the jurisdiction) 23/29,2A/2Y below, so far as
applicable; e.g. SG2 P European Union - Court
decisions.
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. Common subdivisions

* Very few of these are applicable to primary materials
except for those given below as special forms.
* Add to 23 numbers & letters 2/9, A/Y following S3 so
far as applicable; e.g. 23R Guides to the documentation.
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. Special subsidiary forms

* Notes under Auxiliary Schedule S2 apply here also.
These special forms are used primarily to qualify
materials in 2A/2Y: indexes, collections, etc. of specific
kinds of materials go with the latter.
* Add to 2- (where the hyphen represents the specific
category of material to be qualified) numbers 4/9
following 2 in Auxiliary Schedule S2; e.g. SG2 M46
European Union - Legislation, official acts - Indexes
(monographic).
* A selection of the major forms is given here for
convenience & to demonstrate their scope.
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Special subsidiary forms 24
. Calendars 28J

2A

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Indexes
Official texts
Non-official texts
Collections (serial)
Collections (monographic)
Digests
Journals
Calendars

Legislative & executive documents, official documents

* Publications of the law-making institutions of the
supranational jurisdiction. These are unlikely to follow the
pattern found in national jurisdictions (legislature,
executive, administration, judiciary) & adjustments may
be necessary. For an example of what these institutions
might be like, see European Union SG2 B.
* For the supranational body as a political organization
(including official documents presenting its political &
social policies & operation) see Class R Politics. This
class takes only that literature which serves as primary
material in studying the law of the jurisdiction.
* If in doubt, prefer Class S.
* For legislation, acts, etc., see 2L.
* Each institution or organ may be qualified as follows:
* Add to - (where the hyphen represents the classmark of
the institution or its organ) as follows: % - 8E Journals %
- 8J Calendars % - C General papers % - D Proceedings,
debates % - G Bills % - H Working papers % - J
Resolutions, opinions %
* If these have the
status of secondary %
legislation, use 2NJ. % M Committees % - S Official reports (general) % - U
Other materials

. By language

* If necessary, any category of material may be qualified
by language as follows:
* Add to -2 (where the hyphen represents the material to
be qualified) letters C/Y in Auxiliary Schedule 3; e.g.
SG2 882 F European Unoion - Official gazette - in
French.

2JW

2B
2BY
2C

. Legislature or quasi-legislature
. Executive bodies
. . Governmental executive

2D

. . Non-elected, administrative body

2EB
2EM

. Other institutions general or near-general in scope
. Special institutions

* For example, Council of Ministers in EU.
* For example, European Commission.

* Alternative (not recommended) to subordinating to
special subject.

2F

Treaties of formation

* Alternative (not recommended) is to locate these under the
Constitution of the organization.
* Each treaty may be qualified as follows:
* Add to - (where the hyphen represents the classmark of
the treaty): % - 5 Official texts % - 6 Non-official texts,
annotated, with commentary % - G Related agreements,
supplementary agreements % - J (By country) % * Add to
J letters E/Z in Auxiliary Schedule 1. % - L Drafts,
advisory materials % - N Other documents relating to the
treaty % - P By individual country (if applicable) % - Q
By other supranational jurisdictions (if applicable)

2G

. Treaties (individual)

2H

Treaties of accession

2I
2JT

Other treaties (by date)
International treaties

* By date.

* By date, then country.

* Alternative (not recommended) to locating in International
law SD.

2JU

. Multilateral treaties

2JW

. Unilateral treaties

* By date.
* By date.
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2K
SP64Y
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. Court decisions 2P
. . . Special subject courts’decisions 2V

Auxiliary Schedule S3
International treaties 2JT
. Unilateral treaties 2JW

2K

Conferences, meetings, etc.

2X

2L

. Primary materials on specific subject areas

* Alternative (not recommended) for libraries wishing to
keep together all primary materials on subjects. If this
option is taken:
* Add to 2X numbers & letters 5/Y in Auxiliary Schedule
S1; e.g. 2XN Economics & finance.

* By date.
* With less legal force than treaties.

Legislation

* Use this class when all or several types of legislation are
included.

2M

. Official acts & regulations

* Of general application, directly applicable to all
member states & binding on them.

2NB

Auxiliary Schedule S4

. Directives

. For an alternative arrangement of common law systems

* Addressed to (& binding on) one or more members &
requiring them to meet specified objectives & if
necessary amend their national legislation.

2ND

* This is a guide for librarians wishing to adopt an
alternative arrangement (not recommended) for classes
SL/SQ. In this alternative, common law is treated as one
integral system, in which the individual national
jurisdictions (UK law, USA law, Australian law, etc.)
are treated as subclasses to be cited after the particular
branches of the common law.
* For example, all contract law based on common law
would be kept together, irrespective of the national
jurisdiction concerned. If it were thought necessary to
distinguish (say) an English treatment of the subject
from an American one, this would be effected by
qualifying the subject classmark by the country
classmark (introduced by 4). See SPE below for an
example.
* The alternative schedule is as follows:

. Decisions

* Addressed to corporate persons, etc. in member states &
binding on them.

2NH
2NJ

. Codes
. Secondary legislation, subordinate legislation

2NK
2NM
2NP
2NR
2NX

.
.
.
.
.

* May not be binding on members.

2NY

. Recommendations
. Opinions
. Declarations
Emergency legislation
National legislation applying the community law

* General works only; the preferred arrangement is to
locate the legislation of a particular member state under
that state.

. . By country

* Alternative (not recommended) to locating with the
country for libraries wishing to keep this material
here. If this option is taken, proceed as follows:
* Add to 2NY letters E/Z in Auxiliary Schedule 1.

2P
2P9

Court decisions, law reports, cases
. Individual cases

* General collections only, covering all courts.

. By court

* Each court may be qualified as instructed under 2PB in
Auxiliary Schedule S2 - e.g. Principal court - Special
tribunals within -2RN.

. . By various characteristics

* Add to 2P letters D/W following S7 in S7D/S7W so
far as applicable.

2R
2S
2T
2U

2V

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Principal court of the community or organization
Other major court
Other courts, A/Z
National courts’ decisions
* On matters of community or organization law.
* The note at 2QX applies here also.
* Add to 2V letters E/Z in Auxiliary Schedule 2.

. . Special subject courts’decisions

* Alternative (not recommended) to locating under the
subject - e.g. human rights courts. If this is taken:
* Add to 2W letter A following S and letters B/W
following S in SA and SBB/SBW.
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SKY

Common law systems

* Completely general works only; for primary materials see
SL/SO; for secondary materials, see SP.

. Primary materials

* Each jurisdiction is qualified as instructed in Auxiliary
Schedule S2.

SL
SMA

. . English law, UK law
. . Rest of British Isles

* Add to SM letters A/M following SO in SOA/SOM;
e.g. Eire SMF.

SMP

. . Commonwealth, etc.

SMV

. . America, etc.

SN
SO

. . . _USA
. . Caribbean

SP

. Secondary materials

* Add to SM letters P/T following SO in SOP/SOT.
* Add to SM letters V/X following SOO in SOV/SOX.

* Add to SO letters B/U following SQ in SQB/SQU.

* Add to SP numbers & letters 3/9,A/W in Auxiliary
Schedule S1 - e.g.

SP4 E
Y
SP5 A
SP6
4E
4Y

.
.
.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.
.
.

English law (general)
American (USA) law (general)
Jurisprudence
Practice & procedure
. English procedural law (general)
. American (USA) procedural law (general)

SP9VB

Substantive law

SQI4Y

Common law systems SKY
Practice & procedure SP6
. American (USA) procedural law SP6 4Y

SP9 VB
W
SPE
4E
4Y
SPW
SPY
SQ

Substantive law
. Private law
. . Contract law
. . . English contract law
. . . USA contract law
. Criminal law
. Public law
. . Constitutional law

* Add to SQ number & letters 3/9,A/Y following SC in
SC3/SCY; e.g.

SQI
4E
4Y

. . . Legislature
. . . . British Parliament (general)
. . . . American (USA) Congress (general)
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